*Tool Tests

Imex

88G
Green Beam Laser

Unleash the green hulk!
The Imex 88G Green Beam
Laser is not here to muck around.
Packed with features, it will ensure
accurate results every time.
So, Green Beam Laser, “I’m landscaping my
backyard and I want my entire lawn level the
same as my deck, and my retaining walls
around the lawn a perfect 600mm above the
grass. Oh, and whilst you're here, can you help
me set out the fall in my new slab to slope into
my drains?” And with a quick mounting on the
tripod, the Green Beam was at home.
Set-up time was fast and accurate as the selfleveller did the rest, ready for work. Not that I
needed a 500m dia range but I thought it would
be fun to walk down the street and test this one
out with the standard detector that comes in the
box. Very cool! With accuracy of +/- 1.5mm over
30m, I’m sure my backyard is going to be level.
The Green Beam is packed with internal
features but it’s also the outer features that
make this an awesome tool. Let’s start with
the highly visible, heavy-duty and robust water
and dust-proof case with a fully enclosed laser
diode to keep your laser spinning for years
to come. A sensor based of levelling system
utilising level sensor and stepping motor gives
excellent levelling ability and accuracy. Also,
the Imex 88G has simplified design elements
and robust components which will reduce
calibration service requirements. Did I mention
the cool green beam?
Thanks Imex 88G Green Beam Laser –
my backyard landscaping is set to go with
hours saved and a better result.
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TOOL: IMEX 88G Green Beam Laser
REVIEWER:: Matt Page
ARTICLE CRITERIA
Balance
Design
Ergonomics
Speeds
Battery Run Time
Torque
Recharge time

BUILDING HAND TOOLS
Operator Comments Report

Laser self-levels.
Fantastic design and features.

Felt good in hands, looked even better on tripod.

Makes jobs easy and saves loads of time.
Good but also comes with 240v adapter.

TOOL: IMEX 88G Green Beam Laser
REVIEWER:: Pete Moore
STAR
RATING

ARTICLE CRITERIA

★★★★

Balance

★★★★★

Design

★★★★

Ergonomics

★★★★★

Speeds

★★★★

Battery Run Time
Torque

N/A
Fast and you can continue to work with the 240v if you
don’t have a spare set of batteries.

★★★★★

Vibration

Vibration
Ease of
Operation
Price

Recharge time

With its advanced features it will require a bit of reading to
get the most out of your laser, but everyday functions are
a breeze!

★★★★

Price

Price on request.

Accessories

Set inclusions laser unit, detector and bracket, remote,
charger and hard carry case.

Overall likes

Speed, accuracy, green laser, waterproof dust-proof
design, bright green design and safe carry case.

Overall dislikes

Could have one lower volume setting on the receiver.

Overall Star
Rating

Fantastic time-saving tool which takes the effort out of
setting up.

Ease of
Operation

★★★★

Operator Comments Report

★★★★★

Excellent design, too many features to list.

★★★★★

Really easy to set up and pack away, strong soft rubber
handle.

★★★★★

N/A
20 hours, rechargeable battery.

★★★★★

N/A
7 hours full-charge.

★★★★

No vibration but shock-proof casing.

★★★★★

Set up is fast, there are a lot of cool functions but I found
it easy to learn how to use it.

★★★★★

N/A
Laser detector included, staff and tripod optional extras.

Overall likes

Durability, grade slope function, high visibility green beam.

Overall Star
Rating

STAR
RATING

Flat bottom, tripod and mounting system.

Accessories

Overall dislikes
★★★★★

BUILDING HAND TOOLS

★★★★

Nothing to dislike really.

★★★★★

The Imex 88G Green Beam Laser
is definitely one of the higher-end
lasers on the market.
I’ll start off by mentioning its IP rating of 66
which means it is shock-proof, totally dustproof and water-proof against temporary
flooding of water. When you pick it up you
can really feel how solid and strong it is.
With a massive 500m diameter working
range with the supplied laser detector,
20 working hours’ rechargeable battery,
dual manual grade slope setting (which is
surprisingly easy to set up), and top and
bottom plumb spot beam, the Imex 88G will
make life easy and accurate on any jobsite.
I really liked the 360° rotating laser which
is fully enclosed, and the remote helps with
ease of operation. One of the upgrades
from the previous model is a more highly
visible green beam which I found to be more
than adequate on the sunny day of our test.
I found the Imex 88G to be accurate,
heavy-duty, versatile and efficient, and I
highly recommend it. BCM
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